Artisanal expertise, creativity and innovation enliven this season’s collection with striking freshness and liveliness. Envisaged through a contemporary lens, the eclectic boldness and spirit of the 1970s are impeccably enhanced by soothing tropical undercurrents. Ornamental geometric forms, chintz florals, psychedelic designs and abstract nuances allude to a charming dynamism while building on the discreetly luxurious nature of Frette linens. The result is a range of products that eagerly beckon a reawakening of the senses while representing the highest standard of luxury, comfort and distinction.
Streaming rays of light, whispering breezes and lush surrounds come alive. **Essence of Jungle** bed linens and cushions become flowing watercolours of magnified palm fronds and tropical floral motifs that create a restrained vibrancy, accentuated by lively overtones.
Unito bath linens are introduced in three new statement tones—vintage rose, saffron yellow and bright cerulean—for a tropical palette that inspires a sensation of idyll in your imagination while enveloping you in unparalleled comfort.
Meticulously crafted jacquards of arabesque patterns flow endlessly throughout Tanger. Featured in monochromatic or contrasting hues, these designs playfully balance the use of positive and negative space and create a sense of silent harmony.
Kapok presents this season’s exploration of natural elements through an innovative use of colours and fibres, bringing abstract qualities and textures to featherlike veining and outspread palm fronds. Gradual undulations of light and dark, permanence and impermanence, express gentle motion while generating a restful vibrancy.
Mogador presents a series of graphically rhythmic patterns of whirling fronds and ornate geometric forms in muted contrasting and monochromatic colours that engage in a subtle dance upon the surface of the fabrics.
Frette To Wear presents a range of women’s and men’s pyjamas, nightgowns and robes made from the finest materials that become a second skin, embodying luxury and comfort while maintaining that touch of understated elegance.
Doppio Ajour is a testament of timeless style and refined versatility - qualities that endure through every age and season.
Feminine, ethereal and romantic, the bridal themed **Bouquet** bedding evokes the magnificence of blossoming flowers as they airily vanish and reappear through the most intricate design work and the faintest of tones to create an intimate and celebratory mood.
Fireworks is an optical symphony of geometries, superimposed designs and intense colours in motion where bold scintillations and dynamic monochromatic patterns give way to an abundance of pulsating visual illusions.
The Ultimate 1,000-thread count bed set in cotton sateen is the epitome of minimally chic sophistication.
Bespoke Service

Frette is a global authority in the realm of luxury linens, crafting exclusive pieces for its discerning clientele. From bed, bath and table linens to cashmere throws and furs, Frette Bespoke offers an exceptional array of tailor-made items, allowing its international clients the opportunity to customise their personal purchases and gifts with their own distinctive style.

Frette’s made-to-measure service delivers the highest grade of personalisation paired with unparalleled materials and craftsmanship. Clients can rely on our comprehensive expertise and attention to detail when dressing their homes, yachts or private jets exactly as they wish.

Frette Bespoke can accommodate exact sizes in bed linens, incorporate unusual fabrics and colour combinations as well as embroidered crests and monograms.

Arrange a private appointment with a Frette Bespoke consultant and see your ideas come to life.
Bedspreads and cushions in silk blend jacquard with border and cotton-silk blend jacquard featuring soft ornate patterns in neutral tones.

Ultra soft and beautifully finished cotton sateen duvet and sheet set in pure white or ivory combined with a pure cashmere blanket.

Cotton boudoir pillows, sheet and duvet set with double hemstitch details in a range of seasonal and combinative colours.

Duvet and sheet set made from cotton with caramel border detail.

Floral bed comprised of jacquard luxury light quilt and shams coordinated with cotton sheet and duvet set in yarn dyed jacquard. Enriched with a soft geometric patterned light quilt and cushions in ivory.

Knitted patterned light quilt and cushions in mixed silk jacquard with matching shams and soft golden decorative cushions.

Border sheet set in pure cotton sateen paired with a blue/beige fancy decorative light quilt in mixed silk jacquard and statement decorative cushions.

Warm and solid silk-cashmere blend blankets.

Floral bed comprised of luxury light quilt, euro shams and cushions in yarn-dyed silk jacquard with ivory tone-on-tone floral pattern enhanced by pristine cotton sheet and duvet set featuring ornate lace inserts.

Floral bed comprised of luxury light quilt, euro shams and cushions in yarn-dyed silk jacquard with ivory tone-on-tone floral pattern enhanced by pristine cotton sheet and duvet set featuring ornate lace inserts.

Floral bed comprised of luxury light quilt, euro shams and cushions in yarn-dyed silk jacquard with ivory tone-on-tone floral pattern enhanced by pristine cotton sheet and duvet set featuring ornate lace inserts.
Plush cotton terry towels featuring three-line embroidery finished with a cotton sateen border. Available in assorted sizes and colours.

Comfy and trendy, pure cotton and linen pyjamas with long sleeves and chest pocket, for him and her.

Super soft and highly absorbent cotton terry towels embellished with double border embroidery. Available in assorted sizes and colours.

Timeless duvet and sheet set in soft and cool cotton percale embroidered with two distinctive borders.

1,000-thread count cotton sateen sheet and duvet set that embody pure luxury and elegance.
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